Brass Plug

Description
FPPI's brass plugs feature all cast construction of B124 brass alloy. Each plug is accurately machined and will provide years of service. Our pin lug design is compatible with all fire service pin lug hydrant wrenches. Each plug is shipped complete with a brass chain and “S” type hook for attachment to hydrant or fire department connection equipped for this use. Protects swivel threads and discourages the introduction of debris into the hydrant or connection. This use helps keep moisture from accumulating inside the Fire Department Connection. Designed for horizontal installation only.

Installation
Each plug is easily threaded in a clockwise fashion into the female swivel. Prior to installation of the plug make sure the swivel is complete with a swivel gasket for a water tight seal. Tighten using two pin lug type hydrant wrenches. Tested to a maximum working pressure of 300 PSI.

Specifications
Material:
B124 brass

Size:
2½” MNST†
MBCT
MQST
MONT
MPHX
MTEM
MCLV
MDET
1½” MNST†
3” MNST††
3” NYFD†††

Finish:
Rough Brass
Polished Chrome (NST only)

† Also available in ABS Plastic or forged aluminum.
†† Available in ABS Plastic or forged aluminum only.
††† Available in red, yellow or green forged aluminum only.